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VOTEX

New from StockerCrew; Votex Leaf Blowers, Leaf Vacuum Units and Collection Containers/Trailers.
Embarking on a new partnership, StockerCrew have begun to distribute the world
renowned, high quality PTO, motor and hydraulically driven leaf blowers, vacuum
units and vacuum collection containers/trailers from Votex.
Votex is a chief supplier of grounds care and
maintenance equipment to suit conventional agricultural
tractors, trucks, utes, as well as specialist applications
such as use in conjunction with a reach mower, or flail
mower, for clearing the mowing path.
The leaf blower range begins with the B10 P  Professional light weight push blower,
perfectly suited to walkbehind leafclearing applications on pathways and smaller
lawn/grounds care applications.
At the top of the leaf blower range, we find the 860 GOLF, a blower especially
designed for front mounting to compact tractors, tool carriers and front mowers.
The 860 GOLF offers optimal view for the job.
Allinall, the leaf blower range encompasses nine machines for unique applications
and a solution for just about any grounds care maintenance requirement.
For larger commercial and industrial applications, Votex
offer vacuum units and vacuum collecting containers on specialised trailers.
For more information and brochures on these leaf blower units and collecting
containers, feel free to browse the VOTEX LEAF BLOWERS SECTION of our
website.

StockerCrew distributes all manner of
machinery for Vegetation and Grass
Maintenance, Tool Carrier Tractors,
Front PTO & 3 Point Lifters for
Agricultural Tractors, Switching cooling
fans and other accessories /
implements.
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